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PART 1 Introduction

The scourge of war and violence affects everyone. In recognition, the world collectively committed, through the United Nations (UN) Development Programme Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.1, to "Significantly reduce all forms of violence and related death rates everywhere." Although adopting this target has been an important step taken by the global community, national and international reporting mechanisms of conflict deaths and homicides, using today’s methods for reporting and monitoring on these indicators, tell us only part of the story of the real trends in violent deaths over the next decade.

Today’s methods need to adapt to monitor this goal for several reasons. Conflict deaths are unlikely to be reported voluntarily; intentional homicides are not reported consistently in many countries; and, even if both of these were reported voluntarily and consistently, they would likely leave out violent deaths associated with hybrid wars, violence perpetrated by organized crime and even by states (e.g., drone strikes, political assassinations and extra-judicial killings, and increasingly, “grey zone” conflict deaths).

Discrepancies exist in how conflict deaths are monitored and measured even among the experts. Although these datasets (produced mostly by members of the GReVD consortium) are very high quality and are internally comparable over time, they are not currently reconcilable across datasets or among types of sources (administrative data and media-based data may not be comparable, for example). Some violent deaths would be double-counted if deaths in databases were aggregated; deaths from drone strikes and many deaths from criminal action, including trafficking, are often not counted at all; deaths from terrorist events are counted differently by case (or not at all), depending on expert and political definitions. Last, new types of violence, new means of reporting, and new methods for coding, including machine-learning applications, require adaptive solutions over the next decade. This report details these challenges and methodological considerations.

As a result of consistency issues between sources and datasets, the current methodologies for monitoring violent deaths can consistently tell us trends within individual data sets, but we cannot say with precision how many people die each year around the world due to violence. The existing approaches to count violent deaths are admittedly imperfect and sometimes only proxy measures exist. This means there is no reliable global picture of violent deaths, which makes it harder to assess overall progress in reducing violence, the first target of SDG 16. The United Nations Secretary-General published the Special Edition: Progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals following the High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) in July 2019, stating, “Renewed efforts are essential to move towards the achievement of Sustainable Development Goal 16.”\(^2\) We must invest now in the reporting and methodology that will be necessary for monitoring progress toward the goal through 2030.

---


SIPRI and the Brookings Institution have convened a global consortium of experts to solve this data problem, through an initiative called the Global Registry of Violent Deaths (GreVD). The consortium consists of the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data project (ACLED), Cline Center for Advanced Social Research, Carnegie Mellon University Community Robotics, Education and Technology Empowerment Lab (CMU-CREATE) Lab, the Global Terrorism Database (GTD), Igarapé Institute, Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO), Global Violent Deaths Database (GVD) at the Small Arms Survey (SAS), the Uppsala Conflict Data Programme (UCDP), the Centre for Peace and Security Studies (cPASS) at UCSD, and START at UMD (see About the GReVD Consortium at the end of this report). These institutions collectively represent the leading global expertise on monitoring violent deaths.
PART 2 The State of Violent Death Monitoring

WHAT IS A VIOLENT DEATH?

The types, patterns, and dynamics of violent deaths vary widely as do categorization by state, non-governmental, and international actors. Categorizations of violent deaths typically include deaths from armed group violence; the activities of organized crime; intentional homicides, including gender-based violence; assassinations; extra-judicial killings; drone strikes; terrorism; explosive remnants of war like landmines; protests that turn violent; and communal violence. Some “grey-zone” or “hybrid” conflict deaths might also be included in these categories, such as legal police killings and legitimate self-defense. The “edge” of what is a violent death may differ by culture, norm, or definition in national and international law. It is unclear whether deaths from executions (capital punishment), unsolved political disappearances, prison deaths, deaths in internment camps and detention centres, and migrant deaths in transit would or should be categorized as violent deaths (see Figure 1) by all stakeholders. Other commonly disputed categories include deaths from unintentional vehicular manslaughter, suicide, or indirectly as a result of war or other violence (indirect conflict deaths). In some cases, deaths are already categorized in state recording of violent deaths.

FIGURE 1

What is a violent death?

Sources: GVD: Items A—D; E—P are authors’ estimates. Categories roughly to scale.

* Deaths counted by some countries as “killings in legal interventions.”

3 Conflict-related deaths are often divided between direct deaths—deaths occurring as direct consequences of armed conflict, such as those caused by a weapon or an act of aggression—and indirect deaths—deaths caused by indirect consequences, such as the destruction of vital health and sanitation infrastructure or disruption of food supplies that may cause famine or disease outbreaks.
Deaths alone do not define violence. In many cases, reporting deaths can be biased and thus, result in an inaccurate count of violence. Also, not all violence results in deaths. The first target of SDG 16 is reducing violence and violence-related deaths, not simply deaths. The consortium does not take the view that simply creating a registry of violent deaths will be sufficient for measuring global violence; rather GReVD is a necessary first step toward resolving multiple definitional and methodological issues that will lead to better research on violence and conflict.

The “edges” of what are considered a violent deaths matter for monitoring, because national actors and the international community require consistent and comparable data over time for evidence-based decision-making and measuring the impact of interventions aimed at reducing violence. Analysis on global trends based on current data requires greater scrutiny, particularly where methodologies remain disparate and definitions remain incomparable. The following sections review approaches to measuring violent deaths to locate the GReVD approach in the current context.

**Understanding the UN Definition: SDG 16.1**

The two main indicators for measuring progress on SDG 16.1 are 16.1.1—number of victims of intentional homicide per 100,000 population, by sex and age; and 16.1.2—conflict-related deaths per 100,000 population, by sex, age, and cause. A significant difference between the two indicators is that international bodies and participating member states clearly define intentional homicide, and more data are available for intentional homicides for monitoring purposes than for conflict-related deaths. Therefore, indicator 16.1.1 is designated as a tier 1 indicator by the Inter-Agency and Expert Group on SDG Indicators (IAEG-SDGs), whereas indicator 16.1.2, which pertains to conflict-related deaths, is classified as a tier 2 indicator.

*Intentional Homicide*

In defining intentional homicide, the IAEG-SDGs refers to the International Classification of Crime for Statistical Purposes (ICCS), which defines intentional homicide as the unlawful death inflicted upon a person with the intent to cause death or serious injury. These sources are primarily administrative (see Channel 1: Administrative Sources in part 3 below). Data on intentional homicides are well summarized and described by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in *The Global Study on Homicide 2019* (see Box 1).

Notwithstanding the exhaustive work by UNODC to collect this administrative data on intentional homicides, there remain multiple issues with comparing numbers among countries. As noted by ICCS, there remains “a lack of standardised concepts and internationally agreed statistical frameworks” to ensure consistency across countries. For example, the “same

---

6 See SDG Indicators, [https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/](https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/). Tier 2 designation for 16.1.2 was updated in March 2019 and may not yet be reflected online. At the time of writing this report, the IAEG-SDG process was defining the methodology for reporting on SDG 16.1.2 through UN agencies, led by OHCHR.
act may be criminalized under different legal provisions in different countries” or “may be considered a criminal offence in one country but not in another.” Most countries omit accidental deaths (such as vehicular accidents) in their homicide statistics although in some countries, for example Switzerland, Turkey, and Ukraine, such deaths are included. Other countries have included these numbers and then stopped, complicating time series analysis. Homicide data registered according to the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation, on the other hand, do not separate between committed and attempted homicides. As a result, aggregate trends that combine numbers from multiple countries may be inconsistent.

8 Ibid.
10 See http://crimestat.ru/offenses_chart.

**BOX 1: SUMMARY OF THE 2019 UNODC GLOBAL STUDY ON HOMICIDE**

Based on the ICCS definition of intentional homicide, *The Global Study on Homicide 2019* reports intentional homicide statistics and estimates by geography and other variables. Where possible, it describes lethal violence disaggregated by situational context (homicide related to interpersonal conflict, homicide related to criminal activities, and homicide related to socio-political agendas); disaggregates homicides by gender (including a special focus on femicide), age; and analyzes the intentional homicide counts, rates, and trends at multiple levels—from global through national to subnational. The study includes analysis on the method of homicide, including firearms and sharp objects, and also reports on drivers of homicide at the “individual” (age and sex of a person) and “macro” (e.g., unemployment, inequality, lack of rule of law) levels. The UNODC Homicide Statistics 2019 dataset covers 202 countries and territories using this definition.

The UNODC study developed a data quality score for each country and territory in the database based on five quality components (comparability, completeness, timeliness, internal consistency, and external consistency) to assess the quality of published homicide data. The 2019 dataset also extends time coverage (1990–2017) compared to previous editions.

Nigeria is one example of the complexity of reporting and collecting homicide records. Large discrepancies exist in the figures reported: the Nigeria Police Force (2,712 homicides in 2012), Nigeria Watch (4,127 homicides in 2016), and the National Bureau of Statistics (average of 8,264 persons per year imprisoned from 2013 to 2016 for committing “murder”). These numbers are largely inconsistent with modeled estimates from WHO, which reports 17,059 in 2012. To assess the level of uncertainty, the UNODC together with the National Bureau of Statistics of Nigeria, launched a representative large-scale survey in April–May 2016 with a sample of 33,067 households. An adult household member was asked about any incidents of violent deaths in the household during 2013–2016. The results of the survey combined with a simple modeling exercise resulted in an estimated 64,000 incidents of intentional homicides annually for that period. The yielded result of this methodology reinforces the need for improved data collection in countries with unreliable or missing data.

Source: Authors’ summary of UNODC (2019).
**Conflict-Related Death**

Defining what constitutes a conflict-related death is even more complex than that of intentional homicide. The general definition of armed conflict is the involvement of states and/or well-defined armed groups contesting states for control of territory or government. By any definition, the nature of warfare is changing; one important feature of contemporary armed conflicts is the increased blurring between state and non-state actors (NSAs), and the possible support of NSAs by states. The evolving nature of armed NSAs can result in events that lead to violent deaths as a result of confrontation between organized armed groups or those that target a specific unarmed segment of the population, without the direct involvement of the state. These events are inconsistently captured by current coding approaches. The sources for these data are primarily media and secondary sources (see Channel 2: Media Sources in part 3 below).

The motivation for violence may also be changing. New armed actors using violence may be driven by economic or material motives, rather than ideology or political objectives. Civilians may become the target of intentional or unintentional violence, both because of counter-insurgency tactics and as NSAs seek to control both legal and illegal economies. Armed violence can also change from one form to another over time, such as the transition of wartime violence into non-conflict crimewaves. As a result, the distinctions between combatant and non-combatant, legitimate violence, and criminality break down, which in turn has implications for conflict and homicide data. Against such complexities, armed conflict is defined differently within and across disciplines. Some definitions are based on legal instruments, principally the preconditions that trigger applying the different Geneva Conventions governing international and non-international armed conflicts. Some databases use stated purpose or motivation of actors as a rule for inclusion, including ACLED, GTD, and UCDP. In some cases, they also rely on levels of conflict, such as UCDP and the Correlates of War (COW) datasets.

Adding to the complexities described above, violent deaths—specifically, conflict-related violent deaths—are frequently distinguished between those caused by direct and indirect violence. Although in theory it may be easy to distinguish between direct and indirect violence, it is oftentimes difficult to do so in practice. Deaths caused by direct violence commonly refer to those caused by a weapon or other acts of aggression, whereas deaths due to indirect violence might include deaths caused by conflict-induced famine; starvation as a political weapon; and other worsening of social, economic, and health conditions in the conflict-affected area.

---

13 Ibid.
14 See http://www.acleddata.com/.
15 See Global Terrorism Database, https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/.
Health Approaches

Health specialists differentiate between natural and non-natural deaths. Natural deaths are deaths caused by natural causes like disease or illness, whereas non-natural deaths are deaths due to accidents, injuries, homicides, suicide, assaults, falls, poisoning, or other means. Some authors have suggested that measures of unnatural deaths can be used to monitor a population’s social, physical, and mental health.

To understand the magnitude and pattern of unnatural deaths, forensic studies are usually conducted, using retrospective surveys, autopsies, and other health information systems. Although non-natural causes of deaths constitute a small fraction of all types of mortality, the trend has been changing worldwide over the past two decades.

It is important to highlight that the focus of public health organizations on cause of death differs from peace and conflict researchers’ focus on the context of death. For instance, the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study included in the Global Health Data Exchange (GHDx) focuses on causes of disease and risks, including cause of death. Another example is WHO’s Global Health Observatory (GHO) data, which provides health-related statistics, including for SDG targets, and uses causes of death to categorize data. The GHO also monitors such health-related priorities as mortality and burden of disease.

Both GHDx and WHO differentiate causes of deaths into three main categories: (1) communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional conditions (11.4 million deaths in 2016); (2) non-communicable diseases (stroke, cancer, and other causes; 40.5 million deaths in 2016); and (3) deaths due to injuries (4.9 million). Within this typology, injuries are further disaggregated by (3a) intentional injuries, defined as interpersonal violence (homicide, sexual assault, neglect and abandonment, and other maltreatment), suicide, and collective violence (war) (1.5 million deaths in 2016); and (3b) unintentional injuries (mostly road traffic injuries; 3.4 million deaths in 2016).

Excess Mortality

The presence of violent deaths may also be indicated by the presence of excess mortality. Excess mortalities may be caused by armed conflict, when, for example, non-combatants may be displaced or become otherwise unable to access healthcare, food, and shelter due to destroyed infrastructure or weak governance.

---

18 Assaults include assault by smoke, fire, crashing, drugs, bodily force, etc. The International Classification of Disease also includes assault by unspecified means (homicide, manslaughter) but excludes injuries due to legal interventions and operations of war.
20 This distinction was expressed by UMD researchers during the preparation for the GReVD Workshop in Geneva.
21 In addition to cause of death, GBD includes data on years of life lost (YLLs), years lived with disability (YLDs), disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), life expectancy, probability of death, healthy life expectancy (HALE), and maternal mortality ratio (MMR). These data can also be used to assess impact of violence and conflict beyond death.
23 See About the GHO, https://www.who.int/gho/about/en/.
Excess mortalities estimations are based on expectations of mortality for a given population in a given situation. Excess mortalities are the difference between “expected deaths” from baseline mortality and “observed deaths” during a supposed causal event (which reflects a deviation from the norm observed prior to the event). Thus, the measure of excess mortality can indicate the severity of events.

Excess deaths are those that would not have occurred in the absence of conflict and include both direct and indirect deaths. Typically, this is indicated by crude mortality rates (CMR), which are above and beyond deaths that would have occurred in the absence of war or other events. Of course, measuring this effect depends greatly on the availability and quality of population data before, during, and after armed conflict. Excess mortality may be inaccurate if the quality of CMR data (determined by health infrastructure and underlying social and economic conditions before conflict onset) are linked to the onset of conflict, which would most likely result in undercounting. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish between indirect and direct conflict deaths using excess mortality unless cause or context of a death are included in the data.

Excess mortality is difficult to estimate in countries with weak statistical capacity, where there are few reliable data on baseline mortality. Moreover, excess mortality rates may provide little practical information on perpetrators, specific types, and patterns of violence, which are required for attribution and intentionality. Population-based surveys estimate more violent deaths than do incident-reporting techniques, or rapid epidemiological surveys or demographic assessments. Excess mortality might also be caused by disaster, epidemic, or other non-violent cause of death. Although excess mortality-based methods generate multiple types of mortalities that may be preventable, not all preventable deaths or those captured by excess mortality may be considered violent deaths.

TOWARD A CONSORTIUM APPROACH TO DEFINING VIOLENT DEATHS

In consideration of the above, defining violent deaths is a fundamental first step in monitoring SDG 16.1. Resolving these definitional issues is necessary and should include establishing a common research ontology, infrastructure, and methodology, which the consortium and the broader peacebuilding community can use. As a first step toward solving these definitional issues, the consortium, through its workshops, identified the two most salient axes for differentiating violent deaths from other deaths: preventability and intentionality.

Preventability: Although competition and conflict may be a natural part of the human condition, if violence is not necessary to resolve conflict, then violent deaths are preventable. Systems and tools are in place to prevent the outbreak of armed conflict, ranging from high-level preventive diplomacy and mediation, structural and operational prevention, to the strengthening of local capacities for peace. Arguably, preventing violence requires doing


more of these, and better.\footnote{United Nations/World Bank, \textit{Pathways for Peace: Inclusive Approaches to Preventing Violent Conflict} (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2018).} Furthermore, the implicit assumption prevails that non-natural deaths are more preventable than deaths due to natural or medical causes.

**Intentionality:** Although explicitly included in indicator 16.1.1, intentionality is also relevant when considering deaths associated with conflict environments. All three data-coding partners in the consortium (ACLED, GTD, UCDP) rely upon purpose or motivation definitions for coding political violence. In addition, intentionality may be used to identify violent deaths that may not immediately register as violence (e.g., indirect deaths may be the outcome of intentional strategies to suppress populations, such as using starvation as a weapon of war).\footnote{This is not to suggest that other indirect—and largely unintentional—deaths are of less concern. However, the reason for focusing on intentional and preventable violent deaths is to enhance precision and avoid, for the purpose of monitoring SDG16.1, the inclusion of deaths that are predominantly the outcome of suboptimal governance, even if such governance is an outcome of armed conflict. Where the actual edges of violent deaths will fall will be defined by the consortium in an upcoming initiative on ontology.}

These challenges are not new; peace researchers have long struggled with these issues. GREVD’s work will build upon the foundations created by others, particularly the consortium partners. The sections below review the current approaches of consortium partners ACLED, GTD, Igarapé Institute, and UCDP and how these are reconciled within the current GVD methodology. The consortium does not yet have solutions to these classification problems. The current consortium approach is to create a registry that allows for all these salient characteristics to be included, so that the consortium and users can define violent deaths.

**Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) Project: Version 8**

ACLED collects information on armed organized violence, specifically political violence and demonstrations across Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and the Middle East with new coverage from 2019 for Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, and Central and East Asia.

Political violence is defined as the use of force by a group with a political purpose or motivation.\footnote{For a detailed account on definitions and coding procedures, see ACLED codebook (https://www.acleddata.com/resources/general-guides/).} ACLED records political violence through its constituent events; its intent is to produce a comprehensive overview of all forms of political disorder, expressed through violence and demonstrations, within and across states. A politically violent event is a single altercation where often force is used by one or more groups toward a political end, although some non-violent instances—including protests and strategic developments—are included in the dataset to capture the potential precursors or critical junctures of a violent conflict. ACLED recognizes a range of actors including state forces, rebels, militias, identity groups, demonstrators, civilians, and external and other forces. All actors have an official name, a political purpose, and use violence or protest for political means. For inclusions, organizations must be cohesive and are not assembled for single events, except for riots and protests. Furthermore, the events of organizations must be connected to each other as a means to achieve a larger political purpose. This necessary and sufficient definition of actors allows for monitoring campaigns and trajectories of movements.
ACLED data are gathered and coded by researchers globally, who have knowledge of local languages and contexts. Coding is done weekly. To ensure the most accurate data are cleaned and are analysis-ready, ACLED cleans and checks inter-coder, intra-coder, and inter-code reliability every week before releasing real-time conflict data. Coding is reviewed for inter-coder reliability by running a series of coding scripts that checks for correct numbering, event types, locations, etc., ensuring that coding is systematic across researchers. Coding is also submitted to test intra-coder reliability, which includes checks on each researcher’s coding specifically. Finally, inter-code reliability is tested to ensure that notes relating to each conflict match the conflict event itself, and whether the event should ultimately be included within the dataset.

Furthermore, for specific events that are becoming more common in different conflict environments, there are known problems with the details around the violent event. Limitations exist in both local and media reporting thoroughness: there are issues of bias, false and fictional information, and a lack of verification. This is why ACLED deems local partners to be vital for any collection, although it also underscores that sourcing data in these environments is not a technical issue, and does not have purely technical solutions.

**Global Terrorism Database (GTD)**

The GTD defines terrorism as “the threatened or actual use of illegal force and violence by a non-state actor to attain a political, economic, religious, or social goal through fear, coercion, or intimidation.” The current version of the GTD builds on a wider inclusion criterion than other terrorism databases (for example, including attacks on combatant targets) that gives freedom to users to choose more narrowly defined acts of terrorism according to the user needs. GTD excludes violence by state actors.

Because various types of violence occur on the periphery of definitions of terrorism, the GTD team frequently encounters reports of attacks for which there is conflicting or unclear information regarding whether the inclusion criteria are satisfied. The team marks these attacks as “doubt terrorism proper” and records an alternative designation, such as “other crime type” (e.g., hate crime, organized crime, or interpersonal crime), “lack of intentionality” (e.g., the perpetrator may suffer from mental illness or be under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or the event was an accident), “intra/intergroup violence,” or “state actor.” Likewise, for attacks that targeted combatant entities in the context of an insurgency, the GTD notes “insurgency” as the alternative designation. These alternative designations are simply notes to provide context for cases that fall on the margins of the definition and to allow users to exclude them if a particular analytical question calls for it. The GTD is not a comprehensive source of data on these other types of violence (see Purgatories in part 4 below).

Methods for collecting data can have an effect on the comprehensiveness of the resulting dataset. For example, the GTD team made improvements in data collection and coding in 2012, specifically, relating to (1) the population of sources that are used to compile the database; (2) the procedures that are used to identify potentially relevant information in those sources; and (3) the workflow and technologies that are used to identify and code the events that are included in the GTD. Above all, it has expanded the coverage in terms

---

of the number and types of news sources used to produce the database. Formerly, GTD targeted an already identified set of news sources to collect data. New methods from 2012 have expanded the source pool, improved filtering, and use new methods for identifying unique articles with higher relevance. Furthermore, categorization now allows for filtering by geography, attack type and weapons, targets and perpetrators, and casualties. These workflow improvements used advancement in tools and technology to handle expanded data processing.

The Igarapé Institute
Since 2015, the Igarapé Institute has hosted the Homicide Monitor, one of the world’s largest datasets of publicly available data on homicides. The Homicide Monitor collects data exclusively on intentional homicide, as defined by government police departments, with a focus on Latin America.

The Igarapé Institute acquires detailed micro-level data for the most violent countries, states, and cities in the region. The underlying data are retrieved from public sources, including the UNODC Homicide Statistics 2019 database. To date, information is available for 220 countries and territories, 904 states, and 680 cities with populations of 250,000 or more.

The Homicide Monitor restricts its data collection to authoritative administrative sources, including official reports supplied by state authorities and direct contact with primary sources, such as criminal justice departments (i.e., police statistical offices and general attorney’s offices) and public health sources (i.e., department or ministry of health services). In most cases, states discriminate between intentional homicide and other forms of violent death. In many cases, information is already prepared in statistical format. The Homicide Monitor database includes all datasets, while the one featured in the data visualization platform is the most complete.

For almost all cases, data in the Homicide Monitor are supplied by the criminal justice (and legal medicine) departments at either the national or municipal level. In some cases, the next best dataset is supplied by the department or ministry of public health, although such data typically feature a lag of between one and two years. If no datasets are available, or if they do not meet a minimum standard of quality, then information is not included in the data visualization. In all cases, the Igarapé Institute solicits and stores information on homicide from all possible sources available. However, the legal attribution of the death can change over time. For example, deaths that may have been attributed to manslaughter, suicide, or a police self-defense can later be re-categorized as homicide. As such, it is important to routinely update/revise datasets as events are processed in national and state criminal justice systems.

Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP)
The UCDP collects global data on organized violence (collective violence) in three categories: state-based armed conflict, non-state armed conflict, and one-sided violence. The categories are mutually exclusive so they can be aggregated to an overall measure of organized violence, including an overall count of violent deaths. All the data are collected as georeferenced events data (date/location).
News sources are mainly used to code UCDP data (70–80 percent), as well as IGO/NGO reports, truth commission reports, historical accounts, information from area experts, etc. News sources often contain reports on the individual events but less on context. IGO/NGO reports, conversely, provide the necessary context to interpret the events to give additional information on individual events, and aggregated figures with which to compare the sum of individual events. The approach of UCDP has always been to report death figures that can be confirmed with some level of certainty. Death figures are therefore either near the real figure or on the conservative side. UCDP uses available expertise and contextual information to judge what would be the most likely figure for any given event, and then report a best estimate of the number of deaths, together with a low and a high estimate. The high estimate should be understood as the upper limit of the range of plausible estimates—not as the highest number reported. Some reported numbers may be much higher, but judged to be implausible. Although the numbers given by the UCDP data are thus conservative, they are sufficiently consistent over time and across cases to map trends and differences across cases.

UCDP includes all organized violence that generates at least 25 deaths in a calendar year. Thus, deaths from non-organized violence and deaths from violence between organized groups generating less than 25 deaths in a calendar year are not included. UCDP also does not include extrajudicial killings if they occur inside government facilities.

Aside from the data that are released to the public, the UCDP database system also contains multiple violent events coded as “unclear,” which are not made public (see Purgatories in part 4 below). Because the database is constantly revised with new information, data previously coded as unclear can be moved into publicly available datasets as they become available.

Situations with large-scale organized crime violence groups operating in the same area pose challenges. It is rare that organized crime gangs inflict 25 or more deaths against governments, civilians, or other gangs in one year, but when this happens it is often difficult to ascertain which group perpetrated the violence, leading to unclear events. Moreover, when it is possible to ascertain perpetrators, there may be some overlap between UCDP data and homicide data.

The Global Violent Deaths Database (GVD)
The Small Arms Survey’s GVD database methodology is based on a unified approach to lethal violence and the conviction that prevention of all forms of violence and violent deaths is necessary to achieve “peaceful and inclusive societies,” as envisaged in the 2030 Sustainable Development agenda.

32 UCDP holds that this violence makes up a very small portion of all violence.
33 Extrajudicial killings inside government facilities are excluded because of difficulties in obtaining reliable information on deaths and causes of deaths inside government facilities.
track changes in lethal violence worldwide. The database contains data dating to 2004 and is updated yearly.

GVD is a multi-source database that consolidates several international and national data sources providing records of casualties, including a wide range of lethal violence. GVD uses—among others—data from GReVD consortium members ACLED, GTD, and UCDP.

The GVD’s “unified approach” allows for counting all violent deaths under one composite indicator. Violence takes different manifestations in varied locations, which tends to add more ambiguity to conflict and non-conflict contexts. Typically, lethal violence is characterized by factors such as the context or the intentions of the perpetrator, which help identify the level of organization and the motivation behind the violent acts, broadly resulting in a distinction between organized (collective) and interpersonal (individual) violence, and between conflict (politically motivated) and criminal (economically motivated) violence. GVD highlights how these detailed distinctions and classifications still do not eliminate the complexities and ambiguities of recording violent deaths data.

GVD builds on national and cross-national specialized datasets to produce a global lethal violence estimate. Data is derived from multiple sources, most of which are “incident reporting” mechanisms. According to GVD, incident reporting includes passive surveillance of multiple people reported to have died in violent events through hospital, mortuary, police, or criminal justice data collection. The incident reporting systems usually result in three different types of data sources: one for criminal justice statistics, one for public health data, and one for direct conflict deaths.35

**GVD Estimates on Violent Deaths**

GVD estimates are based on two major series for lethal events data: *intentional homicide data and direct conflict death data*. Through the construction of the corresponding datasets (GVD Homicide Database and GVD Conflict Database) two estimates are produced (GVD Homicide Estimates36 and GVD Conflict Deaths Estimates37). The GVD database provides national-level data. On the top of these two estimates, the GVD elaborates a global estimate that fills the gap for the categories of legal interventions and unintentional homicides.

**The GVD Homicide Database** includes data for 223 countries and territories dating to 2004. GVD provides disaggregated data on the gender of homicide victims and the use of firearms. GVD Homicide Database relies on both national (e.g., national statistical offices, ministries of interior, health, and justice, and the national police), regional and international sources (e.g., UNODC, WHO, Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), and Eurostat), as well as non-governmental organizations, media reports, and other observatories. GVD database contains absolute values of homicides per country. Additionally, it includes data on homicides at the subnational level (province, municipal, and city level).

---

36 Where possible, these can be disaggregated by (1) homicide victims by sex, (2) homicide by firearm, and (3) homicide by firearm by sex.
37 Where possible, the GVD database disaggregates conflict deaths by sex and instrument.
The main sources of homicide data that GVD relies on are traditional sources of data on intentional homicides that are produced by the criminal justice and public health systems that get disseminated by governmental agencies such as national statistical offices. Among other data-providing institutions are national and international organizations like Eurostat or UNODC. Additionally, GVD makes use of the various observatories on violence, crime, and conflict that also provide data on intentional homicides at the national and local level.

**The GVD Conflict Deaths Database** includes data on conflict-affected countries as well as data from a set of countries that are affected by violence and insecurity. The GVD produces comprehensive estimates that combine the two datasets with sources of data on other killings, such as legal interventions, terrorism, etc. The Small Arms Survey has identified the lack of consistent datasets on these forms of lethal violence as a significant gap. These types of violent deaths are often missing in either homicide data or conventional armed conflict datasets.

**Disaggregation by Gender, Age, and Other Characteristics**

It is well documented that most perpetrators and victims of violence are male and that most perpetrators are youth (15–29). This notwithstanding, very little of the currently available data on violent deaths can be disaggregated by gender, age, or any other identifying characteristics of either perpetrators or victims. None of the leading databases on conflict deaths currently disaggregates at this level. It is likely that the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) data on conflict deaths associated for indicator 16.1.2 can be disaggregated at this level, but at the expense of coverage for incidents that do not include these identifying characteristics. Such disaggregation will be necessary for policymakers attempting to monitor progress on SDG 16 for the 2030 Agenda. It is not sufficient to merely monitor the overall increase or decrease in violent deaths; even if homicide and conflict deaths decline, it may not result in declines for all groups. If, for example, there is a decline in males as victims of violent death but little or no change in the rate of females as victims of violent death, there may be evidence of structural issues with prevention. Without disaggregation of this kind, global violence trends cannot be fully understood. Given these challenges and coverage, it is also not possible to determine whether violent deaths are undercounted for groups of interest (income, sex, age, race, ethnicity, migratory status, disability and geographic location, following UNStats guidance). Event time and location information are necessary to match counts of violent deaths to identity and characteristics of individual entries in the registry.

---


39 See GBAV 2011 and GBAV 2015, particularly on disaggregation by age.

PART 3  A Common Framework for Understanding Gaps in Coding of Violent Deaths

To better understand the challenges of coding violent deaths, the GReVD consortium has developed a framework to describe the process by which a violent death might be coded. This 5x9 framework, which combines five channels for coding (first section) and nine possible stages of coding (second section), is illustrated in Figure 2. The challenges associated with coding are further described in the section using the 5x9 Framework to Assess Gaps (below).

FIVE CHANNELS FOR CAPTURING VIOLENT DEATHS

The raw data on violent deaths are predominantly recorded through five different channels: (1) administrative data from state institutions and intergovernmental bodies, (2) media reporting, (3) monitoring by expert groups/observatories, (4) representative surveys, and (5) direct reporting by the public (including through social media). Most of the data on homicides come from administrative records, whereas most data on conflict-related deaths are compiled through media reports. What all these disparate sources have in common is that they record available and observable information. Yet for multiple reasons, which this section details, data produced by these sources are largely incomplete, biased, and frequently of a political nature (see Box 2: Political Challenges of Counting Violent Deaths). The data only cover a proportion of the total number of violent deaths, which results in a disparity between the recorded number of violent deaths and the real—but unknown—number of violent deaths.


BOX 2: POLITICAL CHALLENGES OF COUNTING VIOLENT DEATHS

Counting and classifying violent deaths is not a politically neutral exercise. Choosing what to count inevitably makes a political claim about what not to count. Figures are highly influential, and the ability to manipulate counts—by inflating, downplaying, or censoring numbers—can be used and abused by those in power. Key challenges for counting violent deaths include who generates and uses these data, and for what purposes.

State institutions generate much of the existing mortality data (see Channel 1: Administrative Data). Although this is an important function of governments and part of the common administrative procedure of recording and documenting vital statistics and criminal justice data, data can be presented to form specific narratives. Counting and manipulating casualties might be done to serve operational purposes (e.g., the highly inflated figures presented by the U.S. Defense Department on the number of communist fighters killed in the Vietnam war as an indicator of success42). Battlefield reporting in the 1991 Gulf War, conversely, was largely censored in an attempt to prevent the recording of civilian casualties that might negatively affect the perceived legitimacy of the intervention.43 Mortality data for conflicts can also influence the type of narrative created by a government around the nature of the conflict and its role in it. Media (see Channel 2: Media Reporting) and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are other important sources recording casualties (see Channel 3: Specialized Reporting), which may also suffer from bias. Human rights organizations and NGOs may have advocacy aims. As a result, contexts and narratives of a conflict are often only partly reported to the public.

43 Ibid.
FIGURE 2

Understanding the 5x9 Framework

- **Obstacles** lead to over-counting, under-counting, or mixed/unknown effects on counting.

1. **Administrative Coding**
   - Non-time coded
   - Non-geo-coded
   - Non-standard reporting

2. **Specialized and Expert Reporting**
   - Mismatch event attributes
   - Insufficient lexicon

3. **Direct Reporting (Crowdsourcing)**
   - Double-counting within the same source
   - Imprecise coding by machine

4. **Representative Survey**
   - Improper disambiguation within source
   - Validation challenges

5. **Channels of Reporting**
   - Low statistical capacity
   - Limits on press freedom and access

6. **Stages of Data Collection**
   - Low monitoring capacity
   - Definitional issues—What is a violent death?

7. **Attributes**
   - Possible advocacy bias
   - Possible advocacy bias

8. **Integration Across Platforms**
   - Lack of political will
   - Validation challenges

9. **Disambiguation Across Sources**
   - Limits on civil society/observation
   - Limits on press freedom and access

10. **Coding in Platform**
    - Possible advocacy bias
    - Validation challenges

11. **Deduplication**
    - Deterministic issues—What is a violent death?
    - Validation challenges

12. **Event Attributes Synthesis**
    - Monitoring capacity
    - Biases on news coverage

13. **Observed Reporting**
    - Limits on civil society/observation
    - Limits on press freedom and access

14. **Technical Challenges**
    - Non-standard reporting
    - Non-geo-coded
    - Non-time coded

15. **Political Challenges**
    - Low monitoring capacity
    - Definitional issues—What is a violent death?
Channel 1: Administrative Coding

Administrative data on violent deaths are captured by two main sources: the criminal justice system and/or the public health system. These are illustrated in row 1 of Figure 2. There are important differences in the data produced by these two institutions.

Criminal justice institutions classify (violent) deaths primarily based on intent. Incident-based reports produced by state agencies’ part of the criminal justice system, such as the police and the military, often provide information on the weapon used, perpetrator, time, and place, but may not provide information on victims. Court data in published form may be less amenable to coding of event data because of reporting formats. Nevertheless, court judgements, where available, may provide verification for other data. Backlogs in processing criminal cases can mean impunity for violent deaths and inaccurate data.

Public health institutions on the other hand, classify deaths based on the type of injury that was the cause of death (e.g., gunshot wound). These data often include victim and cause of death, but rarely include data on perpetrators. Furthermore, when data are coded off of death certificates, they may include very little information on the event. As a result, preventability, motivation or intent, factors which may be necessary to determine whether a death should be counted as a violent death, may be unavailable.

Different state institutions or administrations often also have different counting rules for violent deaths. Many jurisdictions do not count police killings as criminal deaths, including in Nigeria, Kenya, and Jamaica. In the United States, such reporting is voluntary. In some jurisdictions, up to 20 percent of violent deaths are caused by the police but not captured in homicide statistics. Moreover, administrative data compiled by state institutions are predominantly produced for internal monitoring rather than for public release. When data are released, they are often in the aggregate, rather than specific, individual event. This can make it nearly impossible to reconcile such administrative data with event data (see Stage 9 in Coding Violent Deaths, below).

Globally, there are large disparities between countries and regions in capacity and political will for reporting violent deaths. Monitoring and recording capacities are correlated with overall levels of economic and institutional development. According to WHO and the World Bank, most developing nations are unable to accurately record deaths. Ninety-one percent of African states lack credible mortality data. In 70 countries, neither the criminal justice
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47 Ibid.
49 Krause, *Counting Civilian Casualties: An Introduction to Recording and Estimating Nonmilitary Deaths in Conflict*.
nor the public health systems produce statistical information on homicide. Nevertheless, even in developed countries, data on violent deaths are irregular. For example, in 2018, only 40 out of 50 U.S. states participated in the National Violent Death Reporting System.

Administrative data are particularly problematic in conflict-affected countries. Armed conflict can lead to breakdowns of the mechanisms that normally make death notifications available to a nation’s statistical authority as well as weakened or collapsed public health and criminal justice institutions. Consequently, official data in conflict-affected countries are often missing. This further complicates attempts to reconcile violent deaths from multiple channels in these countries.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, global aggregates suffer compounded complications due to differences in how national criminal justice systems classify killing based on intent. Homicide, manslaughter, unintentional homicide, and even vehicular deaths may be present in administrative criminal records, jointly or separately, depending of the statistical traditions of a particular country.

Channel 2: Media Reporting

Media reports are the most common sources for conflict datasets, including violent deaths due to conflict. Although the quality of media reporting may vary by context—depending on transparency and freedom—and availability, it has multiple strengths in terms of information necessary for coding (e.g., date, place, number killed, means, perpetrator).

Media reporting may be subject to selection bias and may underreport or overreport certain types of events due to the characteristics of the event. The probability of reporting a violent death may depend on where the event happened, media access to conflict-affected areas, race of the victim or perpetrator, and the perceived newsworthiness of an event. Violent deaths in remote, rural areas are less frequently reported than killings in urban areas. Bias against rural areas is influenced by factors such as inadequate road infrastructure, lack of electricity, distance of the event relative to news agencies, and their principal readership. Local news outlets in general have better coverage of rural and hard-to-reach areas than international media; however, using such sources for monitoring violent deaths is often restricted due to language barriers and the cost of collection (see Ways forward for GReVD in part 4 below). Journalists are also at times deliberately denied access to conflict sites by governments or NSAs. In other instances, journalists wishing to maintain working relationships with state actors are less likely to report on violence in which the perpetrators are identified as state agents. There are few conflict regions, however, reported to be completely inaccessible to journalists.

---

54 Sloboda and Minor, Paper 3: The Range of Sources in Casualty Recording.
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In addition to geographical and other access factors, the probability that a given event is reported is related to the scale of the event. The probability of coverage and the number of sources covering the event increases when events are large and particularly violent, and when there is no other major news story occurring at the same time. Conversely, events that involve only one victim are less likely to be documented. The effects this has on monitoring violent deaths are that events that are covered by a single source are less likely to be picked up by databases gathering recordings on conflict-related deaths. Nevertheless, such generalization needs to be treated with caution as documenting violence can be a dangerous task and an increase in violence can inversely lead to a decrease in reported violence.

Armed conflicts and other violent events are generally considered to be relatively newsworthy and therefore likely to be reported. Such events are considered particularly newsworthy when newspapers are-for-profit and express an interest in protest and/or human rights. Nevertheless, newsworthiness tends to fluctuate: media “fatigue” may result in under-documentation later in a conflict, or when other newsworthy stories may limit the amount of time and space available to cover victims of a specific conflict. Although the interest of international media in a specific armed conflict gradually declines over time, it increases when a great power military or UN-led forces intervene. News reports are less useful in enumerating violent deaths resulting from criminal activity and everyday interpersonal violence, particularly in countries where violent crime is relatively common.

Fatality accounts risk suffering from description bias. It is not only that an event is reported that is of importance, but also how an event is reported. Difficulties arise in distinguishing between perpetrators and victims, particularly when armed actors camouflage themselves among the civilian population. Media reporting on conflict-related fatalities is many times subject to government or rebel propaganda. The issue of description bias is especially severe when media outlets receive information directly or indirectly from conflict actors. Nevertheless, a large share of events would be missed if such reports were excluded, which would in turn further exacerbate selection bias.

**Channel 3: Specialized and Expert Reporting**

Armed violence monitoring systems—specialized surveillance systems that collect data from multiple sources, often focusing on a particular kind of violent death—also record violent deaths. These monitoring systems continually and systematically collect and analyze...
data on armed violence, and include crime or violence observatories and early warning systems. Expert and niche monitoring sources include organizations such as NGOs focusing on human rights violations, drone strikes, or landmines. Such monitoring systems provide a specialized understanding of specific issues or sub-themes of violence and are integral to monitoring violent deaths, because they record data that are often not available through media streams or they may have access to sources other than the media. They are also particularly useful in monitoring and recording violent deaths resulting from criminal activity in countries where violent crime is common and thus not considered newsworthy by the media.

Crime and violence observatories, which are mostly found in Latin America and Africa, have three basic functions: collect data, analyze data, and disseminate data publicly, which may include advocacy. In terms of their thematic focus, they can be either general observatories (monitoring violence, security, crime, etc.) or specialize in specific thematic issues (landmines, youth violence, sexual violence, extrajudicial killings, organized crime, etc.).

Conversely, conflict early warning systems focus on systematic data collection and analysis that identify where armed conflict could erupt or aggravate. They are usually set up in the latent stages of a perceived potential armed conflict to foster preventative action. Because observatories and early warning systems mainly derive their data from criminal justice and vital registration statistics, hospital and morgue records, NGO and media reports, and household surveys, it can be argued that these kinds of monitoring systems are biased in favor of settings with functioning governmental registration systems or healthy media coverage. Furthermore, these channels have many of the same strengths and weaknesses of the other channels described here.

In addition to observatories and early warning systems, international NGOs, such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, and local civil society organizations operating in conflict-affected countries often monitor and report violence. Data can include recording of date, time, place, identity of victims, and circumstances of death. Where these actors can operate independently, they can provide information about state activity otherwise unreported. However, as a result, human rights NGOs may cover specific types of regimes, and ignore others. Moreover, the quality of NGO data varies considerably; data (particularly aggregated data) may be unsourced or imprecise and can be difficult to integrate with other data without risk of double-counting.

Channel 4: Direct Reporting (Crowdsourcing)

Crowdsourcing has been used to collect information on violent incidents from the affected population, increasingly through new technologies such as text messages, email, Twitter, Facebook, and other social media. Micropublishing incidence of violence can further use advanced technology to filter, process, and georeference information received, making data available and mapped within minutes or hours of an incident. These reports can be

66 Davenport and Ball, “Views to a Kill.”
67 Sloboda and Minor, Paper 3: The Range of Sources in Casualty Recording.
searched for and collected by casualty recorders. Increasingly, press and media organizations are incorporating social media outputs into their own data collection and dissemination processes.\textsuperscript{68}

Using social media for micropublishing is valuable in conflicts characterized by restrictions on the free movement of journalists and other data-gatherers (e.g., human rights monitors) on the ground.\textsuperscript{69} However, direct reporting using these technologies is limited to places where mobile internet technology is widespread. Furthermore, because documents are derived from different individuals, it can be highly variable in content and quality, creating challenges for filtering and aggregating the information. Algorithms that extract casualties from social media need to simultaneously address noise unique to social media source and the significant difficulties encountered in event extraction from traditional sources.\textsuperscript{70} Social media reports are also incredibly difficult to verify; unlike news reporting, social media reports do not pass through any verification schemes. Immediacy and speed may sacrifice accuracy and analysis. Social media may also be used to spread government or NSA disinformation using bots and propaganda.

\textbf{Channel 5: Representative Surveys}

Survey methods can also serve as a substitute for monitoring violence. The approach typically involves randomized sampling of households in conflict-affected zones to obtain basic data on family size, adult and child mortality rates, and reported causes of death. Random sample surveys, significantly less expensive than censuses, are also useful when demographic records are not maintained or have been discontinued during a conflict period. Nevertheless, undertaking high-quality population surveys in conflict zones is extremely difficult and places both interviewers and interviewees at high risk. Hence, such surveys are often conducted in the post-conflict period once the intensity of violence is reduced.\textsuperscript{71}

In conflict zones and other humanitarian crises, indirect mortality is also frequently estimated using retrospective mortality surveys (RMS). The approach often involves random or semi-random cluster sampling of the national and/or area-specific population. The main advantage is the ability to rapidly assess mortality in areas where prospective surveillance does not exist. Moreover, RMS methods have been standardized through an inter-agency humanitarian initiative (Working Group for Mortality Estimation in Emergencies). However, RMS also have significant limitations. They may not capture the true medical causes of death because information cannot be independently verified. It often can be difficult to distinguish between violent and non-violent causes, and logistical challenges may frustrate RMS because data are often politically sensitive.\textsuperscript{72} As a result of these limitations, there may not be enough high-quality surveys on which to base global estimates. However, given

\textsuperscript{68} Salama, \textit{Counting Casualties}.

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{70} Specific difficulties with extracting events from social media reports include duplication challenges caused by the sheer amount of data to sift through, with many people talking about the same event, and determining the authenticity of social media reports, which suffer from propaganda and bots, among others.


that robust population-based surveys are seen by many researchers as the best route for determining the scale and distribution of conflict deaths, greater investment in surveys may be necessary to fill data gaps. Using representative surveys, however, to supplement other data sources raises the prospect for double-counting where there is overlap (see Stage 9 in Coding Violent Deaths, below).

STAGES IN CODING VIOLENT DEATHS

Coding violent deaths so they can be counted and aggregated, from any of the channels described above, poses significant data processing challenges. In addition to multiple unreported deaths, the sheer number of reported deaths can be overwhelming to a coding process. The above channels—particularly media reporting—contain far more mentions of violent death than could be accurately monitored at global scales by human readers alone. This implies a need for algorithmic methods. A pilot study by the Cline Center for Advanced Social Research assessed off-the-shelf technologies and potential software development strategies. They found that existing lexico-syntactic—that is, grammar and dictionary-based—software is poorly suited to casualty detection, even when modified to incorporate quantity detection methods. It found that the most promising, feasible approach lies in enhancing the scalability and accuracy of semantic role-labeling platforms that detect casualty-related quantities.

Even with perfect human and machine coding, any text-based approach, however, involves several stages of inference that affect the potential for all purely algorithmic solutions. In principle, one might count casualties with perfect accuracy by text-mining media sources given absolute confidence in each of the links in the chain that connects reality to reports, and then to algorithmic output. This requires making heroic assumptions about both collecting and processing the content. First, it means assuming that at least one outlet reports every relevant event. Second, every relevant outlet is believed to be monitored, and all relevant documents are collected. Third, relevant documents must be passed into a process that identifies events without error. Finally, the attributes of these extracted events must be correctly characterized and disambiguated. Errors in the content collection process mean that irrelevant material may be processed, generating false events. Relevant reports may also be missed, causing an undercount of violent deaths. In the event extraction process, numerical attributes like casualty counts or geospatial coordinates may be incorrectly assigned. Errors cascade through the channel, so that earlier errors have downstream effects for all latter stages. For example, overreporting high-profile events makes textual de-duplication harder, and dramatically increases the number of documents processed by event.

74 This section summarizes findings and analysis from the Cline Center, as reported by Scott Althaus, Dan Shalmon, Buddy Peyton, and Loretta Auvil, complemented by findings from the GReVD workshops.
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and attribute extraction algorithms. Each such coding creates an opportunity for error. This, in turn, increases difficulty in the final stage: disambiguating extracted events and casualty counts. The cumulative effect of these errors can create significantly biased estimates of violent death rates.

The complexity set out above reflects the many challenges of moving the event through a coding process. This is further complicated by trying to integrate findings across the five data coding channels. To better understand this complexity and organize the gaps in our knowledge, the consortium identified nine stages of coding, relevant for human and machine coding.

**NINE STAGES IN CODING VIOLENT DEATHS**

**STAGE 1:** A violent death is either observed, or it is not. At the very least, for a violent death to be recorded, it must first be observed by a party able and willing to disseminate the information. Various factors contribute to the risk that a death is unobserved, including cover up by perpetrators, limitations on press freedom or NGO access, or simply that there are no witnesses.

**STAGE 2:** A lethal violent event is either reported through some outlet somewhere in the world, or it is not. Because of biases inherent in news reporting, some violent events will be overreported, whereas others go unreported. Similarly, due to insufficient technical capacity and lack of political will, not all deaths will be recorded by specialized state institutions or NGOs.

Errors in these first and second stages are mostly beyond the control of researchers. However, it may be possible to mitigate their effects by estimating the propensity for selection bias or failure to retrieve relevant data in certain countries.

**STAGE 3:** Reports describing events are recorded into a research database (or platform), or they are not. Extreme-scale monitoring and data collection—in particular, monitoring the global information environment—is technically and logistically challenging.

**STAGE 4:** Within the research database, duplicate copies of roughly the same report are detected and removed, or they are not. This problem often arises, for example, when local news outlets publish articles produced by syndicated transnational newswires. Depending on the newsworthiness of the event, syndication can generate multiple, nearly identical stories. This challenge is aggravated by the propensity of local outlets to make minor modifications to newswire content. Moreover, both locally produced and syndicated stories are re-published and updated as reporters acquire more information. A similar process applies to social media and specialized reporting. NGOs and citizens tend to produce multiple reports on high-profile events, echoing trusted sources, and update their descriptions over time. The implication is that any algorithmic solution must be able to screen out nearly identical content.

**STAGE 5:** Sentences containing events in each unique news report are correctly identified, and relevant events are extracted, or they are not. Once duplicates have been removed, the next stage involves finding the subset of text that contains relevant events and converting unstructured natural language into structured event-level records. Document classification
and event span identification are challenging tasks and produce both false positives and false negatives. Errors in this stage include document classification and event identification failures.

Documents can be identified, for example, using a combination of keyword or extract textual feature queries and machine learning-based classification. Once documents are selected, events must be extracted. The Cline Center pilot study found that off-the-shelf event data platforms fail to identify many relevant events. One reason for this failure is that they read sentence-by-sentence and typically assume that one pair of interacting agents in one sentence is equivalent to one event. Given that design, a sentence like “Boko Haram killed 100 people in three bombings last week” will generate a single event. Omissions are particularly likely when events are described in multiple text spans (sentences). Unfortunately, cross-sentence distribution of event information is very common—after naming an agent once, we tend to refer to them with a pronoun like “he,” “she,” or “they,” for example. These systems may also make categorization errors, like classifying violent riots as peaceful protests, or vice versa.

STAGE 6: Salient event attributes contained in event-laden sentences—such as time, place, casualty counts, etc.—are either extracted accurately, extracted with error, or not extracted at all. This stage includes categorizing the event in greater detail, extracting casualty counts, and identifying the time and location of events so they can be linked to a reporting period and a country. This is a complex task, because natural language is often vague, and text must be transformed into numbers and coordinates in a spreadsheet.

Accurately extracting event attributes requires converting ambiguous descriptions into clear, structured data. Expressions like “yesterday” and “the same town” should be transformed into specific dates and locations, and phrases like “up to a dozen killed or injured” into the appropriate number of entries (12). Current-generation event extraction systems often fail to correctly identify locations and dates. Currently, only semantic systems—new technologies that have not yet been deployed in a conflict monitoring project—are designed to identify casualties.

STAGE 7: The salient attributes within a single report are either correctly disambiguated, synthesized, and integrated into complete event records, or they are not. A document may contain multiple sentences describing an event, but no single sentence describes all its attributes simultaneously, explicitly, and without ambiguity or contradiction. To generate accurate event records, the spans of text that contain attributes must be found and stitched together. This requires resolving complex patterns of co-reference, extracting a semantically accurate count of distinct events, and resolving discrepancies in the reported attributes. For example, there may be conflicting casualty counts from multiple sources, or updated location information inconsistent with initial reports. In documents describing multiple events, a sentence may refer to a single event, multiple distinct events, or may aggregate events
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to describe their cumulative effect or a trend. Assembling this information into accurate, unique event records is time-consuming for trained human analysts, and exceedingly difficult for machines.

**STAGE 8:** Events extracted from different sources are integrated and disambiguated so that each real-world incident is represented by one and only one event record, or they are not. This challenge is slightly different, because it arises after events have been extracted from documents. It therefore depends critically on the accuracy of all prior steps. It involves cross-document disambiguation and integration. That is, it requires reasoning across documents to merge redundant records while preserving distinct ones and resolving discrepant codings of the same real-world occurrence. Consider a single highly visible atrocity reported differently in multiple documents. They may describe a wide range of casualty counts. A well-documented example of this is the 2015 Baga Massacre, which is described in the Cline Center’s case study. Ideally, an algorithm would find all the redundant records of the atrocity, and combine them into a single event, converting conflicting counts into a single “best” casualty estimate. This stage would also integrate redundant and incomplete records into a single record that maximizes available event information.

This stage distinguishes “knowledge extraction” from “information extraction.” Extracting events from a given textual input is an information extraction task and entails minimal interpretation. One can extract information from many sources with perfect accuracy but extract false knowledge from them. For example, a platform might accurately process each individual report of an atrocity, producing many redundant events, each with an accurately extracted casualty figure. A method that naively converts these data into a fact—a description of multiple, distinct atrocities—would generate flawed knowledge.

It requires considerable effort and skill for a human to analyze multiple documents and event records to find overlapping information and identify the number of truly distinct events. Doing so typically involves implicit or background knowledge. For example, an analyst logically considers proximate or similar-sounding locations, dates, or actors. It is worth pointing out, however, that although human analysis tends to be considered the "gold standard," for most text annotation tasks, there is an upper limit on inter-annotator agreement at around 85–90 percent. Simplified, it is incredibly difficult to get multiple people to interpret the same document identically.

**STAGE 9:** Given a singular event record for each real-world incident in at least one database, multiple databases are either correctly integrated and disambiguated, or they are not. Even if a platform codes Stages 1–8 perfectly, there will still be inconsistencies across databases. Multiple monitoring projects exist, which may record the same event inconsistently because they rely on distinct sources and coding protocols. For example, depending on sources and coding rules, a single real world event could be recorded as occurring on different days.

---


77 For example, two documents might refer to the same small-scale attack. One might describe casualties and location and omit information about the perpetrator. A second might describe the perpetrator but omit the casualty count. Merging these two redundant and incomplete records is the optimal result.

in different locations, and/or with a different number of casualties, and/or inconsistently categorized. The difficulties here are similar to the within-database integration challenge in Stage 8. Reasoning across databases to create unique, accurate records requires examining multiple attributes; potentially including the type, scale, and outcomes of the events and the actors involved.

Errors in the third through to ninth stages may be detected and remedied by researchers. However, errors in these stages represent significant engineering challenges at the leading edge of data science innovation. By creating a common research infrastructure and methodology drawing on the knowledge of leading experts in the field, GReVD offers a unique opportunity to resolve these technical challenges.

**USING THE 5X9 FRAMEWORK TO ASSESS GAPS**

Databases like the UCDP, ACLED, and GTD pick up signals of violent deaths occurring through different channels (primarily media sources), which then progress through the nine stages of inference (see Five Channels for Capturing Violent Deaths and Stages in Coding Violent Deaths, above). Depending on the channel, errors can occur in multiple ways, resulting in both undercounting or overcounting, as well as mixed and unknown effects. In this section, we walk through the coding process for every stage of each channel to demonstrate how errors might occur.

**Administrative coding of violent deaths:** Low statistical capacity and the aggregation of data are main reasons for why a violent death is not observed through this channel. Statistical capacities of public institutions to record violent deaths correlate with overall levels of economic and institutional development, and thus vary tremendously across countries. Conflict-affected countries are particularly affected, as monitoring and reporting structures often break down and public health and criminal justice systems are weakened. Often details on events are lost in the administrative processes that eventually release aggregated data. Even when the state has the capacity to produce high-quality mortality statistics, lack of political will can result in deaths not being reported. States, particularly if they are involved in hostilities, may find it politically sensitive to publish or even collect data on conflict-related deaths (see Box 2: Political Challenges of Counting Violent Deaths). Many times violent deaths go unreported due to fear of reporting. Armed groups may use terror to intimidate communities and assert control, beyond that of the authorities. In some cases, armed groups dismember or mutilate victims both to avoid detection and intimidate communities. Efforts to avoid detection can lead to undercounting of violent deaths.

Even in less contentious contexts there may be political motivations behind recording violent deaths or not. Law enforcement may have a vested interest in identifying challenges to

---

79 For example, a single real-world massacre may be described as “terrorism” in one dataset, “one-sided violence” in another, and a “politically motivated attack” in a third.

80 Donnay et al., “Integrating Conflict Event Data.”

81 See Channel 1 Administrative Coding in part 3. One way to address the issue of aggregated administrative data in the future is to code at the individual record level to ensure consistency at the registry level; this may be part of capacity building in the future (see Conclusions).

82 Salama, Counting Casualties; and McEvoy and Hideg, Global Violent Deaths 2017.
public order. In the United States, for example, law enforcement agencies are not required to report on police killings. In fact, they have an interest in treating such incidents as justifiable homicides, which may or may not be included in intentional homicide statistics. The voluntary nature of the reporting system means that significant numbers of killings by police are not included in the official numbers. Moreover, the disparities in the definition of violent deaths are likely to result in mixed counting effects, with some deaths in some contexts being overcounted, whereas in others, such as in the example above, undercounted.

Administrative coding of violent deaths is less affected in the remaining inference stages. However, in Stage 8, Disambiguation across Multiple Sources, there is the potential risk that records across agencies are not disambiguated, leading to overcounting of events. For example, national forensic institutes and the police should produce matching reports on homicides. If these are not disambiguated, the same deaths would be double-counted. Nevertheless, important issues around data completeness and generation processes warrant caution. For example, in Colombia, although the police and the national forensic institute have different procedures and are involved at different stages of the investigative process, they should in theory report identical numbers, as both institutions play a central role in every homicide investigation. However, significant differences in the numbers reported by the two institutions have been found.

Media reporting of violent deaths: Limits on press freedom and other access restrictions are critical causes of unobserved violent deaths in media-based channels (see Figure 2). The biases inherent in news reporting tend to produce both overcounts and undercounts (Stage 2)—certain types of events are reported repeatedly, whereas others are ignored. Local media outlets are more likely to cover deaths that international media ignore, which could remedy the undercount of deaths occurring in, for example, rural and isolated areas. However, selection bias exists also in local media, which renders certain types of violence, by certain actors or certain locations, effectively invisible. Moreover, local reports are less likely to be retrieved into a research database due to technical and language barriers (Stage 3).

To support data generation efforts like GReVD, text must be collected, cleaned, indexed, and classified to identify documents that contain lethal events (see Box 3: Example of the Challenges to Machine Coding). Performing each of these tasks in multiple languages is a significant challenge. Most Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms, which are used in automated source monitoring and document classification processes, tend to be language-specific. These barriers arise at both the level of language and dialect—even in English-only efforts, local dialects can affect the output of NLP tools. Monitoring the global news environment is further complicated by sources that lack websites, impose paywalls, or create other barriers to monitoring.

83 Davenport and Ball, “Views to a Kill.”
Even accessible sites may suffer from poor design, which makes extracting high-quality text difficult. A text processing platform must address obstacles like errant HTML scripts, banners, ads, comments sections, and captions, all of which can make it difficult to effectively deploy NLP algorithms. That is, textual noise makes Stages 4–7 more challenging, because each of the processes involved requires close reading and detailed analysis of linguistic features across sentences and documents.

**BOX 3: EXAMPLE OF THE CHALLENGES OF MACHINE CODING**

Two stages are particularly challenging for machine event coding: event identification and attribution extraction (Stages 5 and 6, respectively). The complexity of the task is illustrated in this excerpt of a Reuters article processed in the Cline Center pilot study:

Suicide bombers struck two bus stations in different parts of northern Nigeria on Tuesday, killing at least 26 people...In the first, a suicide bomber rushed onto a bus in the northeastern town of Potiskum before setting off a blast that destroyed the bus and killed 16 people...On Sunday, a girl with explosives strapped to her killed five people outside a market in the same town...In Tuesday’s second attack, two suicide bombers in a car struck a major bus station in the north’s main city of Kano, killing at least 10 people.86

Initially, effective event extraction requires “span identification.” That is, the pieces of text that contain the event-related information must be found. The excerpt above includes numerous ellipses, which exclude text unrelated to the lethal attacks. A machine must perform a similar form of summarization—for example, excluding sentences (as has been done here) like “Nigeria’s neighbours are being targeted also as they join in the battle,” because it does not contain a lethal event, even though “battle” and “targeted” are words often associated with potentially lethal violence.

Event-span identification is challenging. As shown in the example above, news reports often include multiple events in a complex linguistic structure of references spread across multiple sentences and paragraphs. When this happens, it is easy for algorithms to mix up attributes of different events in ways that create “false positive” events composed of the details of the same underlying incident. They may also produce “false negatives” when details from different events are mistakenly merged into a single composite incident span.

In the Cline Center pilot study, one of the systems used only detected one attack in this document. Because there were at least three bombings, this represents two omitted events (false negatives). Another system, by contrast, identified more events than three, producing multiple false positives.

Once event-related text has been found, algorithms (or humans) may characterize it incorrectly. For example, a potentially lethal attack may be described as a nonviolent protest, excluding it from the database. Off-the-shelf systems often rely on dictionaries of potential perpetrators and targets and do not code events with unknown agents. If their dictionaries are not periodically updated, or adapted to new regional domains, they will fail to detect events.87

Event span detection is only the first step—both the existence of an event and its salient attributes must be extracted (Stages 5 and 6, respectively). Attributes typically include time, place, casualty counts, etc. Unfortunately, current-generation systems often fail to correctly identify locations and dates, which are necessary for linking extracted events to a reporting period and country.88 This is difficult for machines, in part, because humans rely on logical reasoning and

---


87 This is a time-consuming and challenging task. This imposes some challenges on any effort to scale dictionary-based systems to match the need for timely GReVD data.

88 A previous Cline Center study found that location data were missing entirely in more than 35 percent of machine-generated potentially lethal conflict events. In a subset of machine-generated events examined by trained analysts, between 35 and 70 percent of country-level locations were missing or incorrectly identified. See Althaus, Peyton, and Shalmon, Spatial and Temporal Dynamics of Boko Haram Activity.

In a similar test, Lee et. al. found accuracy rates between 31 and 67 percent. S. J. Lee, H. Liu, M. D. Ward, “Lost in Space.”
background information to identify these attributes. A machine must be able to replicate these capacities to do the job correctly. None of the computational methods currently used by conflict monitoring projects can extract casualty-related attributes. Even when existing tools are combined with a quantity detection algorithm, they performed very poorly in the Cline Center study.\(^9^0\)

Consider the Reuters excerpt quoted above. To accurately extract dates, locations, and the number of distinct events, a reader must correctly distinguish related but distinct events across multiple sentences, then reason using prior knowledge to compare temporal expressions to a publication date.\(^9^0\) For example, a human knows that “the same town” refers to “Potiskum,” mentioned earlier in the sentence. They also know that “Sunday” likely refers to the Sunday immediately preceding the Tuesday at the beginning of the document. A dictionary-based algorithm that reads sentence-by-sentence struggles with this sort of implicit temporal and spatial information. Newer systems—like the semantic platform evaluated by the Cline Center team—use machine learning to replicate the logical inferences made by human readers.

Detecting and extracting casualty counts, which is central to GReVD, entails four steps, none of which is simple.

- **First,** at least one death must be identified, that is, a quantity must be detected in natural language. This quantity may be implicit, for example, a suicide bomber’s death is usually not counted in the casualty number reported in the media, but they are killed in the attack, nonetheless. The quantity may also be vague, such as “at least a dozen” or “hundreds.”

- **Second,** the algorithm must determine that the quantity terms indicate casualties. In the excerpt above, one algorithm used in the Cline Center study detected six quantities. They are: “two,” “16,” “at least 26,” “five,” “two,” and “at least 10.” Only three of these are actually casualty figures—the others refer to the number of targets and bombers, respectively.

- **Third,** particular events must be correctly linked with specific casualty figures. Here, the “16” casualty count should be linked to a suicide attack in Potiskum. Ideally, the system would know—as a human does—that when 16 targeted people are killed by a successful suicide attack, the total casualty count is actually 17.

- **Fourth,** casualty-counting language must be converted to numbers in a spreadsheet, which becomes particularly challenging when numbers are implicit or vague.

Finally, the event attributes within a single report must be correctly disambiguated and integrated into complete, accurate event records (Stage 7).

In this case, three of the casualty counts—“at least 26,” “16,” and “at least 10” are actually nested—that is, 26 is the sum of “10” and “at least 16.” An ideal algorithm must be able to determine that the document contains two casualty-generating events, and that a sentence that contains a relevant casualty count—“Suicide bombers struck two bus stations...killing at least 26 people”—does not actually describe any one really-existing event. This stage would also involve resolving other ambiguous co-references—called anaphora—for example, recognizing that the attack on the market “in the same town” occurred in “Potiskum.”\(^9^1\)

Once events have been extracted from documents and processed through nine stages detailed above, records extracted from different news reports must be integrated and disambiguated. Each real-world incident should be represented by only one event record (Stage 8). This challenge is slightly different from the others, because it occurs after events have been extracted from natural language. It depends critically on the accuracy of prior steps. The same kinds of ambiguities encountered within a single document also occur across reports. For example, articles describing the same attacks as the Reuters excerpt (above) may use different casualty numbers, describe geographical locations differently, and provide varying levels of detail. Effectively disambiguating and converting extracted events into unique “facts” involves cross-document inference, which is a difficult problem in computational linguistics.

---

\(^{89}\) Between 75 and 88 percent of the extracted quantities could not be matched to a casualty count. Casualties extracted using emerging semantic methods were associated with a true casualty figure nearly 60 percent of the time, but they still failed to detect most casualty counts. See Auvil, Peyton, and Shalmon, *Technical Report for Promises and Pitfalls*, 33–34.


Due to mass syndication of wire service reports, duplication issues are of concern for media-based platforms. Near-duplicate detection requires comparison of all potential duplicate-pairs (Stage 4). This is a computationally demanding task because these stories often have different headlines and varying amounts of original content. Failing to detect duplicate reports tends to increase the number of redundant event records, and overcounts of violent deaths for a given place and time. Once duplicate documents are removed, sentences containing event information in the news report must be correctly identified, extracted, and used to code events.

**Direct reporting of violent deaths (crowdsourcing):** Direct reporting (crowdsourcing and social media) are relatively new technologies and thus the specific errors pertaining to this channel as reports progress through the various stages are hard to accurately ascertain. Although social media has an important role in filling gaps that administrative data and news reports leave open, these data have several limitations relative to news media data for use in estimating violent death totals. The problem of identifying duplicate reports of the same event is exponentially more complicated in social media data than in news media data because there is so much more social media data to sift through, and so many people are posting about the same events. However, the limitations of social media data go well beyond this problem. Language used in social media is more sparse, diverse, and location-specific than in news media, which greatly complicates the use of algorithmic solutions. The diversity and location-specificity of social media language is also less stable over time than for news media language, so that any algorithmic solutions would need to be continually re-engineered to keep up with rapidly evolving patterns of slang and context-dependent semantic references. Social media data are also beset with emerging privacy issues and changing terms of data access, which can affect validity and sustainability of coding platforms built on social media. Finally, in many countries ravaged by political violence, social media communications are used to spread governmental disinformation about politically relevant events with bots and propaganda that may be difficult to detect algorithmically from authentic reports of lethal violence. Temporary shutdown of social media services can also affect coding.

**Specialized and expert reporting of violent deaths:** As with administrative coding, errors in this channel mainly concentrate in the first three stages. In terms of a violent death being observed or not, the main obstacle with specialized and expert reporting relates to the restricted operational space of NGOs carrying out this kind of activity. On the other hand, where these agencies do report on violent deaths, there is a risk of potential advocacy bias.

**Representative survey findings on violent deaths:** Representative surveys will always be limited in scope and are, as previously discussed, extremely difficult to conduct in areas of high levels of violence, such as conflict affected countries. Surveys are expensive and cannot identify specific events, but they can be useful with sufficient statistical capacity to identify violent deaths underrepresented or unidentified in other sources. The UNODC Global Study on Homicide draws from a representative survey it conducted together with the National Bureau of Statistics of Nigeria, which included a module on homicide. The results of the survey provided strong evidence that the level of lethal violence in Nigeria is likely to be higher...
than commonly assumed. Nevertheless, while surveys are useful for pointing researchers to where violent deaths might be occurring, they do not account for the specific coding of actual deaths.

**INTEGRATION ACROSS ALL FIVE CHANNELS**

Finally, integration across all channels is affected by the lack of standardized reporting, events not being geocoded or with low geo-precision, and the lack of time coding. As previously described, the same event may be reported across channels and datasets inconsistently because they rely on distinctive sources and coding protocol. When integrating across multiple channels/platforms, complications can arise when an event can be coded as occurring on different days, in different locations, with a different number of casualties, and being labeled as a different type of conflict activity. Integrating multiple data sets requires making decisions about whether differences mean that entries capture unique events or instead reflect uncertainty or variation in measurement.

When aggregating and reconciling overlaps in conflict datasets, and integrating with homicide data, it is important to consider both duplication and disparities based on differences in coding procedures. Disparities are often based on differences in coding rules. For example, ACLED has an "atomic event" that occurs on a specific day, location, in a categorizable way, and between one or more agents. As detailed above, there are many cases where multiple similar events occur in the same space and within the same day and coded in multiple datasets. Therefore, not all cases of multiple events date- and location-stamped are necessarily duplicates. In another case, one dataset may define civilian targeting in only one way, or only if attacks are perpetrated by specific actors, whereas another may define civilian targeting in multiple ways (e.g., as violence against civilians but also specific "remote violence" events in which civilians are the target). There are also differences in conceptual definitions, such as what constitutes a conflict event for the purpose of respective datasets, in geographical coverage and in access to different source material (access to different corpora).

---

92 UNODC, Global Study on Homicide 2019 (Vienna, 2019).
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PART 4  Ways Forward for GReVD

This report has summarized multiple gaps in current methodology for counting violent deaths. The goal of the GReVD consortium is to remedy these gaps, to eventually provide a registry with a single entry for every violent death, identified by location and time, and where possible, by type of violence and characteristics of actors, eventually including victims and perpetrators (where possible). It will do this by creating a shared research ontology, infrastructure, and methodology, convening leading experts and institutions working on these issues, to develop better estimates over the next decade. Based on this assessment of the gaps in our knowledge and the challenges in monitoring violent deaths, the next objective will be to create a shared, “imperfect but good enough,” methodology for solving these problems for the near term, while building better solutions for the long-term. Next steps for GReVD can be broken into three lines of action:

• Improving coding for partners, including human in the loop, machine in the loop, and machine reading processes.

• Increased precision through shared ontologies and better estimation methods with partners.

• Building and filling the registry, including a fully integrated database drawing on consortium partners, better integration with administrative sources, and new source development.

IMPROVING CODING, INCLUDING BOTH MACHINE CODING AND HUMANS IN THE LOOP

A pilot study by the Cline Center for Advanced Social Research assessed off-the-shelf technologies and potential software development strategies. They found that existing lexico-syntactic software—that is, grammar and dictionary-based software—is poorly suited to casualty detection, even when modified to incorporate quantity detection methods. The study found that the most promising, feasible approach lies in enhancing the scalability and accuracy of semantic role-labeling platforms that detect casualty-related quantities. As we described in the framework section above, coding complex events like violent deaths is currently more difficult for machines, because humans rely on logical reasoning and background information to identify salient attributes. Still, it is acknowledged that machines will be necessary to process the immense (and increasing) amount of raw data being made available; investment is needed now in the machine coding systems that will help to code that data.

This is not to say that machine coding doesn’t already offer some promising leads. The GReVD workshops identified synergies on how machine coding could improve current human coding processes. GTD already uses algorithms to filter relevant and useful source articles to increase efficiency of human coders. Preliminary results from the Cline Center study suggested that machines could potentially be used to determine which sources report identical “facts,” which could be used to simplify human labor and help to improve human coding by prioritizing articles to read first. Workshop participants discussed using document summarization algorithms to improve upstream deduplication efforts. This could substantially reduce redundant downstream human coding. Some initial tests demonstrated efficiency improvements of 10–15 percent. These and other “human in the loop” innovations can improve coding for consortium members.
The consortium is piloting a consultative process to improve machines-in-the-loop coding processes for the GTD. If successful and with lessons learned from this pilot, other coding advances can be made available to other GReVD consortium partners and others who work on coding or reporting violent deaths.

**INCREASING PRECISION**

All current reported numbers of violent deaths are estimates. As discussed in the first two parts of this report, the amount of uncertainty around these estimates can be attributed to multiple reasons—definitional issues, coding challenges, and political will. The GReVD consortium will contribute to increased precision by reducing uncertainty of these estimates. This uncertainty is represented in Figure 3 by the height of the bar between lower bound and upper bound.

**FIGURE 3**

Reducing Uncertainty over Time and the Lower and Upper Bounds

Source: Authors based on the Geneva Workshop of the GReVD consortium (February 2019)

The upper bound of violent deaths is the difference between all deaths and all non-violent deaths. This is the “counting down” method—subtracting all deaths that are not conceivably violent from the total number of global deaths. Preliminary estimates suggest that this number would be approximately 1.5–2 million violent deaths per annum, depending on which categories of WHO mortality data are included or excluded in the definition of violent death.

Counting up is conservative because it includes all deaths that are known and can be documented. There are many violent deaths (including the categories described above) that go
unreported or underreported through media or administrative sources every year. The GVD number of 589,000 violent deaths in 2017 is a lower bound, counting up estimate, and is the best estimate we have. Therefore, the GVD estimate is the working GReVD consortium lower bound estimate.

**Ontology and a Common Research Infrastructure**

A first step for the GReVD consortium is to build a shared ontology to resolve definitional issues between datasets and to transcend reporting channels to resolve many of the “gap” and “overlap” issues identified in this report. This will be vital if machines are to be increasingly integrated into the coding process (see next section) because off-the-shelf systems often rely on pre-defined dictionaries of potential perpetrators and targets, and cannot code events with unknown agents. If their dictionaries are not periodically updated, or are adapted into new regional domains, they will fail to detect events. This shared ontology can be used by peace researchers beyond those in the consortium to provide a unifying definition of violent deaths through 2030. The shared ontology can also be a foundation for a common research infrastructure because it can be used to identify current definitional issues, which can be assigned to task teams to solve coding issues by violent death type. Finally, the shared ontology may facilitate negotiation of the consortium collectively, for access to larger source corpus that can be used by all consortium partners.

**Known and Unknown Unknowns**

Violent deaths are defined differently across coding processes, disciplines, and institutions. As a consequence, violent deaths may be observed but not coded through a particular data coding process. Databases that define armed conflict according to specific intensity levels may discard numerous incidents because specific thresholds were not met. Additionally, violent deaths may not be coded due to technical or political constraints. The consortium refers to observations that enter the coding process but are not coded for whatever reason as “known unknowns.” In many cases, consortium members take these uncoded observations and place them in a holding file, called “purgatories” (see Purgatories below). One promising research area for future work is mining purgatories from all consortium members to fill gaps in coverage because the GReVD ontology on violent deaths will be larger than individual member definitions.

Unknown numbers of violent deaths are never identified—that is, they never enter the coding stages. This may be due to geographical constraints on recording, fear of reporting crimes in certain contexts, or simply that the death was not observed. By definition, these violent deaths are referred to by the consortium as “unknown unknowns.” One way of identifying and remediating these gaps is through statistical modeling and estimating unknown unknowns, building off of approaches like the capture method (see Appendix 1: Capture Methods). Note that multiple system estimation models (MSE) and other statistical estimation methods would not contribute to filling the registry directly, because it is just a tool for estimating unknown population sizes; however, it could be used to identify where further research should be focused to identify likely missing entries for the registry.

Other methods being considered include modeling the most likely places for missing observations, applying survey methods to identify areas with large incidence of unknown
unknowns (see UNODC Global Study on Homicides, 2019), and unpacking coding purgatories from consortium members (and other sources that code violent deaths, which may involve expanding the consortium).

Building a single comprehensive, global dataset for violent deaths will require not only integrating existing resources, but also supplementing them with new data (unknowns) to fill the larger and most important gaps in existing monitoring systems.

Purgatories—An Example of Known Unknowns

In addition to issues of underreporting discussed earlier, restrictive coding criteria exclude a proportion of violent deaths observed. This is largely the result of insufficient information available about the victim and perpetrator(s) around the circumstances of the death. If a violent death cannot be sufficiently attributed, according to the specific coding criteria of a database, it is most likely excluded—hence, not counted. In such cases, it enters into a holding file the consortium calls “purgatory.” These data purgatories, with observed violent deaths that cannot be coded, are a very real example of known unknowns and a first order priority for GReVD in reducing uncertainty.

Databases have their own specific coding criteria and deal with these so-called purgatories differently. For the UCDP, which collects data on organized violence pertaining to state-based armed violence, non-state armed conflict, and one-sided violence, the fluidity of armed groups may generate purgatories. When there are multiple organizations in an area, or where it is known that organizational affiliation is fluid and that groups often split up and merge, it is hard to determine with certainty that deaths are an outcome of organized violence. Examples are violence in El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Brazil, and Mexico.

Similarly, in order for an event to be recorded in the GTD it must be documented by at least one primary (as opposed to secondary) source that is independent (generally free of influence from the government, political perpetrators, or corporations), and that routinely reports externally verifiable content. “Events that are only documented by distinctly biased or unreliable sources are not included in the GTD. Note that particular scarcity of high-quality sources in certain geographic areas results in conservative documentation of attacks in those areas in the GTD.”

This means that certain deaths that take place may not be counted, either because there is an intractable degree of ambiguity about the event or because limited resources for data collection mean that analysts are not able to conduct additional research to make sure that every ambiguous case has been exhaustively sourced.

One way forward is for GReVD consortium members to use each other’s purgatories, using the GReVD common research infrastructure to facilitate cooperation. Another possibility is to use machine-coding to mine existing purgatories and program machines to identify uncoded events that have been overlooked in other coding processes.

BUILDING AND FILLING THE REGISTRY

In addition to improving coding methods, improving precision, and reducing uncertainty around defining violent deaths, the consortium will build the actual registry database. This
is no simple matter because it requires a front-end interface that allows users to access geocoded data, and researchers to access the dataset, as well as a backend that connects to original source material, including the original databases of the GReVD consortium members (ACLED, GTD, and UCDP).

This line of action begins with proper specification and hosting requirements for the registry for a minimum of 15 years, based on the Washington and Geneva workshops, current concepts, and coding challenges. It allows for filtering using a consortium-defined ontology and allows users to identify filter and sorting criteria. The main data-producing members of the consortium will be consulted on the design process of the registry, and once online, the registry will ensure their contributions are acknowledged through consortium endorsed standards and principles.

**Conclusion**

Developing improved ontologies and common research infrastructure will be iterative, requiring consortium members to improve on the methodology through joint research over the coming years. Furthermore, machines increasingly will be integrated into coding processes, both to improve human coding and to eventually bridge coding processes with human-in-the-loop systems. Opportunities exist to mine purgatories and access increasingly larger source corpus.

As a next step, the consortium will build on current approaches to continue to refine the upper and lower bound of estimates of violent deaths. The upper bound—based on a subtractive method that takes all deaths and removes those that are indisputably not violent deaths—will be refined with guidance from those who regularly work with health statistics. The lower bound estimate will use an additive approach—built upon the current GVD methodology—adding together what is known from current datasets (resolving duplicate coding) and increasing coverage of coding sources where possible. Owing to the discrepancies in definitions and quality of data, the range for the upper bound and lower bound estimates, drawing on the subtractive and additive approaches, respectively, will be wide at first. Future improvements on the methodology, standard-setting, and in reporting and monitoring will contribute to decreasing the range of these bounds, converging upon the “real” number of violent deaths as the methodology for the registry improves.

As the GReVD methodologies and data improve, estimates will be updated annually, including retroactively so that over time, comparators that are consistent with the current methodology and data are available to users of GReVD. A common research infrastructure will be built to overcome the challenges described in this report through task team approaches to identifying problems and solving these challenges.

---

97 2019 edition with 2017 estimates, see Hideg and Alvazzi del Frate, *Darkening Horizons*. 
APPENDIX 1 Capture Methods

Statistical models have been developed that can be used to estimate the size of an unknown population, thereby helping to address issues related to known unknowns and unknown unknown violent deaths. Dual and multiple system estimation (MSE) models have been used to this end because they have been developed for estimating a population of unknown size in situations where probability sampling is insufficient or infeasible. These methods have been used for estimating casualties in armed conflicts, specifically in support of historical verification and truth commission processes, criminal justice tribunals, and national human rights campaigns by NGOs. MSE methods have been used to reveal invisible dimensions of lethal violence, allowing researchers not only to call into question established but unverified figures, but also to provide a new and reliable estimates of total deaths. More recently, MSE have also been used for studying documentation dynamics—specifically the extent to which human rights observers have been able to document killings in the armed conflict in Syria to help interpret the relationship between documentation and conflict dynamics.

MSE methods require that multiple (at least two) intersecting but incomplete lists exist that partially capture the population of interest. These lists are then used to detect inclusion or capture patterns in order to quantify the probability that a death will be missed. In short, MSE models attempt to estimate the number of cases that were not included in lists that partially enumerate a closed population. Nevertheless, MSE comes with multiple strict assumptions, some which pose problems for estimating unknown numbers in conflict and post-conflict contexts.

The first, and also least problematic, assumption is that all samples must refer to the same closed system of observation. Because estimating conflict-related deaths is largely done retrospectively, the population cannot migrate in or out of the area and time period for which one seeks to estimate all deaths that occurred.

The second assumption demands that the observations reported in more than one source must be perfectly matched (i.e., that there are no duplications). However, many records of war victims—when they exist—frequently contain errors, which impede reliable and full matching of the sources and in turn risks overestimating the undercount.

The third assumption requires that every observation must have the same probability of being recorded as any other, and that this be true for all lists. This assumption is mostly likely to be violated with conflict and post-conflict data because lists of conflict-related deaths are
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100 Jan Zwierzchowski and Ewa Tabeau, The 1992–95 War in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Census-Based Multiple System Estimation of Casualties’ Undercount, paper presented at the the Global Cost of Conflict (Berlin, February 1–2, 2010), https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b8c/480e42c4c5097f6d51ec90ae4bdeb5a0060.pdf?_ga=2.95824348.1388251583.155596473.155596473.
rarely random samples of the true number of deaths. It is highly plausible that undiscovered deaths differ fundamentally from discovered ones, in this way generating capture heterogeneity. As seen, deaths are more likely to be captured in urban areas, in areas easily accessible, and in events that involve more victims. There are, however, ways of controlling for this by stratifying by space and time, effectively seeking out within-list capture probabilities that are heterogeneous at the aggregate level but can still be usefully treated as homogenous within strata.

The fourth assumption holds that the sources documenting the observations must be independent in their recording efforts. This assumption is also frequently violated in the case of systems capturing conflict-related deaths. The various actors who are producing lists of deaths (e.g., human rights activists, the police, the military,) tend to operate either simultaneously or successively. They may draw from the same sources, collect data from separate but overlapping populations, or even draw information from each other (e.g., referring cases to, copying from, exchanging with or consulting the other). List dependence may also be related to the issue of capture heterogeneity. Because of list dependence, the capture probability of a given death into one system (e.g., a truth commission) is higher if that death was also captured by another system (e.g., NGOs) because the two systems are somehow related.

Having detailed data and multiple lists provides a richer set of information from which to draw inferences, as every additional list greatly increases the number of capture patterns and relies on weaker assumptions. However, it comes at the price of high technical complexity. Considerable statistical expertise is needed to understand the assumptions and limitations of the methods and to apply them correctly, which in turn raises sizeable communication challenges, that puts at risk the clear dissemination and discussion of results. Credibility losses associated with communication challenges can reduce the value of capture methods in estimating politically sensitive numbers like fatalities.

102 Ibid.
List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACLED</td>
<td>Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>crude mortality rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU-CREATE Lab</td>
<td>The Community Robotics, Education and Technology Empowerment Lab at Carnegie Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COW</td>
<td>Correlates of War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALYs</td>
<td>disability-adjusted life years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVD</td>
<td>Global Violent Deaths Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBD</td>
<td>Global Burden of Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHDx</td>
<td>Global Health Data Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHO</td>
<td>Global Health Observatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GReVD</td>
<td>Global Registry of Violent Deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTD</td>
<td>Global Terrorism Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE</td>
<td>healthy life expectancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLPF</td>
<td>High-Level Political Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEG-SDG</td>
<td>Inter-Agency and Expert Group on SDG Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCS</td>
<td>International Classification of Crime for Statistical Purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHME</td>
<td>Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELTT</td>
<td>Matching Event Data by Location, Time and Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>maternal mortality ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>Multiple Systems Estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSA</td>
<td>non-state actor (specifically non-state armed actor in this analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIO</td>
<td>Peace Research Institute Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Retrospective Mortality Surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Small Arms Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPRI</td>
<td>Stockholm International Peace Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCDP</td>
<td>Uppsala Conflict Data Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMD</td>
<td>University of Maryland, College Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLDs</td>
<td>years lived with disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLLs</td>
<td>years of life lost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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About the GReVD Consortium

To address the issues in this report, the consortium established a long-term goal to create a registry with a single entry for every violent death, identified by location and time, disaggregated by type of violence and characteristics of actors where possible. The consortium will achieve this through improving methodologies for monitoring and coding violent deaths, improving estimates by jointly working together, and establishing a common research infrastructure and ontology, thereby contributing to an improved, shared understanding of violent deaths based on a set of common definitions that can be used freely by anyone.

This Gaps Report is the first step in this research initiative. It sets out the many definitional issues and methodological concerns, including a survey of data gaps, data comparability issues, and double-counting issues that complicate the counting of violent deaths. It contributes to this research area with a 5x9 framework for understanding these issues, which organizes the main methodological challenges around five channels by which data are coded and nine stages in coding violent death data. As a gaps report, this survey does not contain solutions, but concludes with some possible ways forward for reconciling the global datasets into what would eventually become a single registry (while maintaining the independence of the data collection efforts in their own right). Findings are based on a thorough stocktaking of the current literature and the outcome of three workshops with the consortium, convened by SIPRI and the Brookings Institution: two in Washington, DC, and one hosted by the Small Arms Survey in Geneva.103 The consortium partners have also provided specific input in the form of multiple background papers, and inputs and edits to this report (although errors remain those of the authors). The report draws heavily from the results of a trial using machine learning techniques to describe political violence in Nigeria by the Cline Center for Advanced Social Research (December 2018).

CONSORTIUM MEMBERS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS:

Armed Conflict and Location Database (ACLED) (https://www.acleddata.com/) is a disaggregated conflict collection, analysis and crisis mapping project. ACLED collects the dates, actors, types of violence, locations, and fatalities of all reported political violence and protest events across Africa, South Asia, South East Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and Latin America. Political violence and protest include events that occur within civil wars and periods of instability, public protest, and regime breakdown. ACLED’s aim is to capture the forms, actors, dates, and locations of political violence and protest as it occurs across states. The ACLED team conducts analysis to describe, explore, and test conflict scenarios, and makes both data and analysis open to freely use by the public.

The Brookings Institution (www.brookings.edu) is a nonprofit organization devoted to independent, in-depth research. It brings together more than 300 leading experts in government and academia from all over the world who provide high quality research, policy recommendations, and analysis on a full range of public policy issues. Research topics cover foreign policy, economics, development, government, and metropolitan policy. It traces its beginnings to

---

103 This research for producing the Gaps Report, including the workshops, were supported by UKAID.
1916, when a group of reformers founded the Institute for Government Research—the first private organization devoted to analyzing public policy issues at national level.

The Center for International Development and Conflict Management (CIDCM) at the University of Maryland (UMD) (https://www.start.umd.edu) has developed the tool, “Matching Event Data by Location, Time and Type” (MELTT) in 2015 by a team of START-affiliated researchers. MELTT aims to aid in the unbiased understanding of political instability through the integration of event data sets typical of an unstable political climate, ranging from protests to political violence to terrorist incidents.

The Center for Peace and Security Studies (cPASS) at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) (http://cpass.ucsd.edu) conducts rigorous, data-driven research on international affairs and U.S. foreign policy. The focus at cPASS is on new and emerging modes of interstate conflict. Research at cPASS applies innovative thinking and diverse methodologies (experiments, deductive modeling, statistical analysis, case studies, “big data”) to traditional security issues made more dynamic and difficult by increased complexity.

Cline Center for Advanced Social Research at University of Illinois (https://clinecenter.illinois.edu) connects computational expertise in the data sciences with subject matter expertise in the social sciences and humanities to address pressing societal problems around the world. It equips and empowers social scientists, humanists, and data scientists to take up key challenges that threaten human flourishing in the 21st century— including climate change, civil unrest, sustainability, inequality, security, and public health—by applying advanced computational techniques at extreme scales to discover innovative solutions hidden in unstructured data.

The Community Robotics, Education and Technology Empowerment Lab (CREATE Lab) at the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) (https://cmucreatelab.org) explores socially meaningful innovation and deployment of robotic technologies. Specifically, it aims to (1) empower a technologically fluent generation through experiential learning opportunities in and outside of school, and (2) empower everyday citizens and scientists with affordable environmental sensing and documentation instruments, and powerful visualization platforms for sense-making and sharing of gathered scientific data to promote evidence-based decision making, public discourse, and action.

Global Terrorism Database (GTD) at START at University of Maryland (UMD) (https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd) is an open-source database including information on terrorist events around the world from 1970 through 2017 (with additional annual updates planned for the future). The GTD includes systematic data on domestic as well as transnational and international terrorist incidents that have occurred during this time period and now includes more than 180,000 cases. The database is maintained by the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START). It is also the basis for other terrorism-related measures, such as the Global Terrorism Index (GTI) published by the Institute for Economics and Peace.

The Igarapé Institute (https://igarape.org.br/en) is an independent think and do tank, formed in 2011 and devoted to integrating security, justice, and development agendas. The Institute’s goal is to propose innovative solutions to complex social challenges through
research, new technologies, influence in public policies and articulation. The Institute currently works with five overarching themes: (1) national and global drug policies, (2) citizen security, (3) building peace, (4) safer cities, and (5) cybersecurity. Based in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, it produces the Homicide Monitor.

**The Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO)** ([https://www.prio.org](https://www.prio.org)) is an independent foundation, established in 1959. It conducts research on the conditions for peaceful relations between states, groups, and people. It seeks to understand the processes that bring societies together or split them apart, exploring how conflicts erupt and how they can be resolved; how different kinds of violence affect people; and how societies tackle crises—and the threat of crisis.

**Small Arms Survey (SAS)** ([http://www.smallarmssurvey.org](http://www.smallarmssurvey.org)) is a global center of excellence whose mandate is to generate impartial, evidence-based, and policy-relevant knowledge on all aspects of small arms and armed violence. It is an international source of expertise, information, and analysis on small arms and armed violence issues, and acts as a resource for governments, policymakers, researchers, and civil society. Located in Geneva, Switzerland, SAS is an associate program of the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies. The Global Violent Deaths (GVD) project provides expertise that can be used to assess progress made in achieving peaceful, just, and inclusive societies through reductions in violent deaths and illicit arms flows. The Small Arms Survey updates its GVD database annually. It includes data on homicides, direct conflict deaths, and other violent deaths from 223 countries/territories from 2004, disaggregated by sex and by instrument.

**Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)** ([https://www.sipri.org/about](https://www.sipri.org/about)) is an independent international institute dedicated to research into conflict, armaments, arms control, and disarmament. Established in 1966, SIPRI provides data, analysis, and recommendations, based on open sources, to policymakers, researchers, media and the interested public. Based in Stockholm, SIPRI is regularly ranked among the most respected think tanks worldwide.

**Uppsala Conflict Data Programme (UCDP)**, the University of Uppsala ([https://ucdp.uu.se](https://ucdp.uu.se)) provides data on organized violence and the oldest ongoing data collection project for civil war, with a history of almost 40 years. Its definition of armed conflict has become the global standard of how conflicts are defined and studied. UCDP produces high-quality data, which are systematically collected, have global coverage, are comparable across cases and countries, and have long time series that are updated annually.